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Take to the sky, in your mind, to the untold expanse of the vast black sky, where the stars hang like diamonds, They represent the reflected
emotions of the people, they are more than the assurance of a beautiful night. No one speaks to me, no one smiles, no one takes a bow in
appreciation. They just carry on with the lives of others, but if you put in the effort, with the help of the moon, you’ll see a new set of stars. Listen
to the calls of the moon, the whisper of those stars, and think for yourself, about your feelings and dreams. Think about what you want, strive to
become a place where the smile on your face is a symbol, for everyone to see. Build your own new horizon, so that others can see it, and they will
inspire you as they do every time you look up at the stars. Shani Stotram In Telugu Mp3 Free Download Both the songs have been made especially
for the festival. The first song is dedicated to the devotees and the second is a tribute to the goddess. (The first two lines of this song is also recited
at the end of every prayer. ) These songs have been the popular favorite in the past years. Now as the weather is not good for fairs and starts,
devotees can take these songs with them as their spiritual songs for their long long nights. Both the songs have been made especially for the
festival. The first song is dedicated to the devotees and the second is a tribute to the goddess. (The first two lines of this song is also recited at the
end of every prayer. ) These songs have been the popular favorite in the past years. Now as the weather is not good for fairs and starts, devotees
can take these songs with them as their spiritual songs for their long long nights. Who has been acting as Kadaisa? Who has been acting as Shani?
Who has been acting as Vidyutkala? Who has been acting as Sindooramma? Who has been acting as Kumari? Who has been acting as Shruya? Who
has been acting as Venkanna Shani? Who has been acting as Bhudevi? Who has been acting as Marti Shani? Who has been acting as
Shaniacharya? Who has been acting as
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